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Are you a beauty professional looking to give your career a new switch? Are you disappointed,
baffled, overwhelmed and unhappy for not being able to fulfill your dreams? Chase your
dreams!t do the same. She was raised by a single mother or father and had to cope with a
troubled and turbulent childhood.t constantly had a steady and rosy lifestyle. But guess what,
she rose from the ashes of the fire where she actually is conquering and thriving and she views
no reason why YOU can&apos;Monet hasn&apos; Monet is here now to share some of her
valuable encounters and wisdom with those in the beauty industry looking to break free from
the shackles of doubt, dread, and naivety into role models in the beauty industry.In this one-of-a-
kind publication, Monet opens up a new globe of ideas and possibilities in this competitive
globe of beauty and she also demonstrates how to dominate and set up yourself into the
perfect beauty professional. Shear Destiny is usually more than only a book, it transcends into
an emotional storytelling of life! It'll bring out the tears from your eyes; it will keep you
bewildered in amazement and awe, and after reading this reserve, your take and view on
existence and beauty changes completely! This book can be an eye-opener - a genuine game
changer.t wait anymore.Shear Destiny aims to paint a whole new picture in your head and
awaken you to the opportunities and potential customers that abound in the wonder industry,
so don&apos; You can now make a change!
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Eye-Opening Read!! It doesn't matter how many years, you can or may not have been around in
this industry.!! This is essential read!!mainly for, but not limited to, the wonder industry.
Therefore many books state to help you map out your plan and you get nowhere...not that one.
Absolute Must have reserve!it's encouraging to have somebody cheer you on. Because one
makes it in the industry doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t share the tools on what they got there. I
was really in a position to assess where I was in my process and begin making changes to clean
up and build my brand image. I guess when you imagine you have explored every option, there's
always more. I'll need to read it over and over and keep taking notes... It's an easy read, so very
much useful information, and the author speaks to you as if she's your personal cheerleader.
Felt such as a little gift of heaven allowing me know I was on the right track.! For instance:
Chapter 7 discusses developing your individual brand.. Branding isn't only for beauty specialists.
I gave this book a perfect 5 stars because YOU WILL leave with something beneficial from
reading this publication.. Thorough, concise, and to the point. This is a great guide for
professionals This is an excellent guide for professionals.in a global filled with haters... As an
esthetician, makeup artist, and salon/spa consultant for over 5 years, I could gain valuable
insight into unconventional profession options such as working on set or even creating my very
own lane merging several services and sales (not just behind the table). I highly recommend this
supply be placed in all cosmetology schools. The best chapters were on branding and the web."
< This book is truly an inspiration for anyone reading!This book is amazing. It certainly makes
you end and find potential, where you might not have before. Not only that, but it really helps to
give you a method to map out where you intend to go in the market. Definitely a must read if
your are looking to expand beyond your current situation or even in case you are just starting
out and want that support. What a wonderful device to have!! It appeared like she was speaking
to me and just me.------It's about lifting each other up, and posting our knowledge to raised the
industry as a whole. As a more recent hairstylist (about 24 months) and building clientele, this
reserve provides helped me stay inspired to develop and help me map out my future!! This is a
must read!! I came across Shear Destiny to be a straightforward to read As you who's always
searching for my next inspiration or nugget of knowledge, I found Shear Destiny to be a
straightforward to read, relatable guide to beauty industry insight and chance.!..this book is an
excellent resource for all. Monet did an amazing job consolidating the many areas of the what
we know as the "beauty industry" and intertwining her own experience, and knowledge, thus
making this read super engaging and approachable... Although author talks specifically about
the beauty industry, she raises extremely good points that could benefit anyone regardless of
what profession you are in. and posting our knowledge to raised the industry as a whole "Just
because one struggles doesn’t mean all must struggle. Have a risk and explore your Shear
Destiny!!!
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